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Criteria
Application of
underpinning
knowledge

Levels of performance
1 (competent)

Applies these understandings in the performance of
work functions.

Proficiently applies these understandings in the
performance of work functions.

Effectively applies these understandings in the
performance of work functions.









Within given specifications and timelines, plans,
organises and develops the product.

Within given specifications and timelines, effectively
plans, organises and develops the product.

Within given specifications and timelines, displays a high
level of planning and organisational skill in developing
the product.

Outlines the planning and development of the product.

Explains the key processes in planning and developing
the product.

Explains and evaluates the key processes in planning
and developing the product.



Recognises problems, identifies strategies for
investigating these problems, implements appropriate
procedures to resolve them and makes decisions on the
basis of the outcomes.





Recognises problems, identifies strategies for
investigating these problems, implements effective
procedures to resolve them and makes decisions on the
basis of the outcomes.






Accurately predicts and explains problems, identifies
strategies for investigating these problems, implements
effective procedures to resolve them and makes
decisions on the basis of the outcomes.




The product reflects the selected design/plan (or
recorded modification) in the critical respects.

The product reflects the selected design/plan (or
recorded modification) in most respects.

The final product reflects the selected design/plan (or
recorded modification) in all respects.

The product meets the required function and purpose.
Specific quality indicators for the final product have
mostly been met.

The product meets the required function and purpose.
Specific quality indicators for the final product have been
met.

The product effectively meets the required function and
purpose. Specific quality indicators for the final product
have been fully met.



Techniques and
processes

5 (advanced)
Demonstrates a thorough understanding of all key
concepts and knowledge underpinning the work task(s).



Evaluation of product
against plan or
intended outcome

4

Displays a sound understanding of the key concepts and
knowledge underpinning the work task(s).



Problem solving

3 (proficient)

Displays an understanding of the key concepts and
knowledge underpinning the work task(s).



Planning, organisation
and implementation

2



The product reflects the use of key technical skills/
procedures to the standard required in the workplace,
including correct and safe use of equipment and
resources.






The product reflects mastery of key technical skills/
procedures to the standard required in the workplace,
including correct and safe use of equipment and
resources.






The product reflects mastery of all technical skills/
procedures to the standard required in the workplace,
including correct and safe use of equipment and
resources.




